Abstract. The key sequence generation method in symmetric key cryptosystems is a very important problem. The shrinking generator is a binary sequence generator composed by two LFSRs: one register produces a sequence and the other is a control register to decimate the sequence.
The linear complexity ( LC ) of the shrunken sequence generated by this generator is 
Introduction
CA has a simple, regular, modular and cascadable structure with logical neighborhood interconnection. The simple structure of CA with logical interconnections is ideally suited for hardware implementation [1] . The characteristics of these CAs are suitable for key sequence generators in symmetric key cryptosystems. For this reason, many researchers have proposed methods to synthesize CA suitable for cryptography etc. Cho et al. proposed efficient methods of synthesis of 90/150 maximal-length CA [2] . Sabater et al. [3] proposed classes of cryptographic interleaved sequences generated by linear 90/150 CA obtained by concatenating the basic automata.
The LC of the shrunken sequence generated by this generator is 
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x x x x     using the method proposed by [6] and Theorem 1.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed synthesis method of 90/150 CA corresponding to { ( )} k fx to model shrunken sequence generator as CA. We gave the synthesis method of the 90/150 CA with the inverse symmetric transition rule and analyzed the characteristic polynomial of the CA. For a given transition rule, a 90/150 CA corresponding to { ( )} k fx was synthesized using symmetric transition rule blocks and inverse symmetric transition rule blocks. 
